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about the brand
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about the brand

brand positioning 
statement
for small start-ups,
lexi avery is the creative 
answer that delivers fresh 
and creative designs with 
a tactile twist, because 
only lexi avery is the best 
of both worlds.

INSPIRATION

TYPEFACES

PATTERNS TEXTURES

COLOR PALETTE

BRAND POSITIONING STATEMENT

LOGOLexi Herring
lexi avery 
me@lexiavery.com
870.897.4770
lexiavery.com

For small start-ups, lexi avery is the creative answer that delivers fresh and creative designs with a tactile 
twist because only lexi avery is the best of both worlds.

@lexiaverydesign

@lexiavery

@lexiavery

Chaparral Pro
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

1234567890!?,.

Gilroy
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

1234567890!?,.
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visual guidelines

clear space
clear space is defined as the area 
around the logo where no other element 
can be placed. for the lexi avery brand, 
no element can be placed closer than 
the height of the tittle on the i on all 
sides. any closer would compromise the 
clarity of the logo and the brand.

logo
the lexi avery logo will aid in brand 
recognition and should be used in 
all appropriate applications.

minimum size
the lexi avery logo should never appear 
smaller than 1 inch high. anything 
smaller and you risk losing legibility.

1in
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visual guidelines

colors
it is always preferred to use lexi avery’s 
“I Can’t Tell If This Is Black Or Not” grey.

“I Can’t Tell If This Is 
Black Or Not” grey

Pantone: Black C
C : 68   M : 61   Y : 60   K : 48
R : 63   G : 63    B : 63
#3F3F3F

reverse treatment
in case of dark backgrounds, it is permittable 
to use the reverse treatment of the logo to 
preserve legibility.

improper usage
• skew, stretch, or distort the 

logo in any way

• use any other than the 
approved logo colors

• place the logo on any 
image that reduces 
visibility or legibility

• rotate the logo

• reposition logo elements 
in any way
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visual guidelines

preferred serif typefaces:

Chaparral Pro Regular
Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm 
Nn Oo Pp Qq Rr Ss Tt Uu Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 . , ” ! & ? * @

Chaparral Pro Bold
Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm 
Nn Oo Pp Qq Rr Ss Tt Uu Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 . , ” ! & ? * @

if Chaparral Pro is not available, Times 
New Roman or Adobe Garamond Pro is 
acceptable, but not preferred.

preferred sans serif typefaces:

Gilroy Light
Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm 
Nn Oo Pp Qq Rr Ss Tt Uu Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 . , ” ! & ? * @

Gilroy Extra Bold
Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm 
Nn Oo Pp Qq Rr Ss Tt Uu Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 . , ” ! & ? * @

if Gilroy is not available, Avenir or IBM Plex Sans 
is acceptable, but not preferred.

Aa
Aa
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visual guidelines

letterhead
all typed letters should be within the approved 
areas. any outside printing is prohibited.

letterhead is to be printed on French Paper Co.’s 
Recycled White, 70lb, Construction Collection paper.

2.218in
John Doe
123 Job Street
Austin TX 38103

John Doe,

My name is Lexi Avery. I am a recent graduate of Arkansas State University 
where I obtained a Bachelor of Fine Arts in Graphic Design with a Digital 
Design emphasis. I have been interested in your company for some time after 
seeing the work that was created for The Geo� Collection.

I spoke to Sarah Eckett, a colleague of mine, and she mentioned that you have 
many connections in the Austin creative scene. I would love the opportunity to 
ask you a few questions and acquire advice because I appreciate the innova-
tions your company has made and the standards you have set in the world of 
digital design.

Your company has a reputation of producing innovative and inspiring work in 
the web design field and I believe that I have necessary skills that make me an 
asset. I have user experience app design knowledge as well as desktop and 
mobile web design experience. Because of this, I can contribute creatively and 
technically to any company. I have also worked closely with developers and 
can seamlessly transition my designs to execution. This could help companies 
complete projects on time with minimal problems or hiccups. 

I believe that I can be an asset to any company because of my extensive web 
and app design experience. Your company sets the standard for digital design 
and I would appreciate the opportunity to garner knowledge from you that will 
help me in the future. I will contact you in the next week to see about setting 
up a chat. Please see a portfolio of my work and links to social media at 
lexiavery.com. My resumé is also enclosed here and available on my website.

Thank you for your time and consideration,

Lexi Avery

1.3in1.875in

1.266in
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visual guidelines

envelope
should be addressed and stamped on the front with the lexi avery 
logo and return address printed on back.

envelopes are to be ordered from French Paper Co. preferred style is 
Recycled White, #10, Construction Collection envelopes.

Ms. Recipient
1515 Aggie Road
Jonesboro, AR 72401

4.932in

2.276in
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visual guidelines

business card
should always be professionally printed with a full bleed.
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visual guidelines
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visual guidelines

website favicon social profile mark
should appear as 16 x 16 px on standard 
browsers, and 114 x 114 px when saved to 
an iPhone home screen.

should appear as 400 x 400 px on 
twitter, as 180 x 180 px on Instagram 
and as 200 x 200 px on LinkedIn.

email signature

Lexi Avery
Graphic Designer
m. 870.897.4770
w. lexiavery.com

email signature will serve as another point of contact 
for the lexi avery brand and will ensure successful 
contact for anyone trying to reach lexi avery.
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budget

letterhead
French Paper Construction Recycled White 70lbs
50 Sheets: $9
100 Sheets: $8
250 Sheets: $45 
Source: Frenchpaper.com

envelope
French Paper Construction Recycled White #10
50 count: $13.75
100 count: $27.50
250 count: $42.75
Source: Frenchpaper.com

business card
Standard Size, Super Paper, Soft Touch Finish
50 count: $27
600 count: $152.24 
Source: Moo.com

website
lexiavery.com
Domain Registration: $14/year
Email Hosting: $94/year
Source: Name.com
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job search resumé shown from December 2018. recent version available online.

resume

References available upon request

EDUCATION

Bachelor of Fine Arts
Graphic Design with Digital Emphasis
Arkansas State University

Advanced Courses
Identity Design | Branding | Photography 
Web Design | Digital Illustration
Motion Graphics | Advertising Design
Photography for Graphic Design

Skills & Software
Adobe Creative Suite | Sketch
HTML & CSS | Principle

Cumulus Burn
Jonesboro, AR | August 2018 - Present | User Experience Designer
Concept and design proof of concept mobile application to 
assist crop producers in burning croplands using best practices 
that minimize air pollution in population centers.

SERVICE

901 Interns in Action Volunteer Day
July 2018 - Completed various volunteer 
works in Memphis, TN, including community 
building and assembling care packages 

ORGANIZATIONS

AIGA - The Professional
Association for Design
2016 - Present; Member

A-State AIGA
2016-2019 - Executive Board

AWARDS

Southern Student Graphic Design Show
Bite Size Pies Food Truck - Silver - 2018
Geometric Portrait - Best of Category - 2018
Satisfyer Pro Process Book - Bronze - 2018

AutoZone SSC
Memphis, TN | May 2018 - Present | User Interface Design Intern
Design and update banners, advertisements, landing pages, 
and web development for B2C and B2B ecommerce website.

Arkansas State University Art + Design Department
Jonesboro, AR | May 2018 | Freelance Designer
Work on team to concept and design campaign to promote 
new classes. Produced social media plan, advertisements, 
brochures, tshirt, cups, website, tangible mail, and posters.

Arkansas State University Theater Department
Jonesboro, AR | April 2017 | Freelance Designer
Strategize and design magazine for promoting upcoming 
theater season and department as a whole.

The Refinery Boutique
Jonesboro, AR | March 2017 | Freelance Designer
Rebranding for company including logo, business card, 
stationary, wearable merchandise.

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

BioStratagies LC
Jonesboro, AR | October 2018 | Freelance Designer
Work on team to create easy-to-use website promoting a 
new biotechnology.

Stax Music Academy
Memphis, TN | October2018 | Freelance Designer
Work on team to create a promotional brochure and poster to 
increase enrollment in advanced music classes.

PROFESSIONAL PROFILE 

Creative graphic designer with emphasis in digital design looking for opportunity to continue learning in a 
fast-paced environment. Experienced in web, app, user experience, and user interface design.

http://lexiavery.com
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job search

cover letter

John Doe
123 Job Street
Austin TX 38103

John Doe,

My name is Lexi Avery. I am a recent graduate of Arkansas State University where I 
obtained a Bachelor of Fine Arts in Graphic Design with a Digital Design emphasis. 
I have been interested in your company for some time after seeing the work that 
was created for The Geoff Collection.

I spoke to Sarah Eckett, a colleague of mine, and she mentioned that you have 
many connections in the Austin creative scene. I would love the opportunity to ask 
you a few questions and acquire advice because I appreciate the innovations your 
company has made and the standards you have set in the world of digital design.

Your company has a reputation of producing innovative and inspiring work in the 
web design field and I believe that I have necessary skills that make me an asset. 
I have user experience app design knowledge as well as desktop and mobile web 
design experience. Because of this, I can contribute creatively and technically 
to any company. I have also worked closely with developers and can seamlessly 
transition my designs to execution. This could help companies complete projects 
on time with minimal problems or hiccups. 

I believe that I can be an asset to any company because of my extensive web and 
app design experience. Your company sets the standard for digital design and I 
would appreciate the opportunity to garner knowledge from you that will help me 
in the future. I will contact you in the next week to see about setting up a chat. 
Please see a portfolio of my work and links to social media at lexiavery.com. My 
resumé is also enclosed here and available on my website.

Thank you for your time and consideration,

Lexi Avery
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job search

Lexi Avery
Graphic Designer
m. 870.897.4770
w. lexiavery.com

thank you letter
thank you letters will be sent electronically 
after each professional interaction
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website

sitemap
the lexi avery website can be found at lexiavery.com. the site 
will be updated regularly to keep the portfolio up to date as 
well as to update to modern web practices. the lexi avery 
website will adapt with the lexi avery brand as a whole. 

landing page

resume

list of services 
with button to 

download formal 
resumé

portfolio about contact

recent projects little about myself 
professionally and 

personally

contact form that 
sends submissions 
to business email

download

project
back

project
back

project
back

project
back

project
back

project
back

project
back

project
back

project
back

project
back

http://lexiavery.com
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website

live site
the lexi avery website will adapt 
with the lexi avery brand as a 
whole. this is the heart of the brand 
and is to be maintained regularly.

see next page

landing
landing will be updated as the 
opening message grows stale.

services
services stands in for traditional 
resumé on the website. traditional 
resumé can be downloaded as a PDF.
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website

see next page

portfolio
lexi avery portfolio will be updated 
monthly to stay current and up-to-
date with lexi avery's best work.

pieces
when clicked, portfolio thumbnails 

will expand to reveal full sized color 
versions of the entire portfolio piece. 
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website

contact
the contact portion will allow 
anyone to leave lexi avery a 
message. from there contact will 
be migrated to email.

about
the about portion will always 
include a professional and personal 
blurb to relate to clients and make 
them feel welcome.
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social media

mission statement
I use social networks to connect with like-minded professionals, inform and inspire my community of leaders, 
build my personal brand and grow my business. through social media, I will find like minded designers and 
embroidery artists who see value in our services, promote me to others, and join with me in using social media 
to spread good news. to accomplish this, I showcase my personal brand online by being authentic and true to 
my personality, interests and values and my sharing my personal works.

twitter: @lexiavery
top 10 influencers:

Burnie Burns
Meg Turney
Joshua Phillips
Jon Cozart
Charlie McDonnell
Michael Jones
Julien Solomita
Geoff Ramsey
Rome Duddy
Cole Sprouse

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)

10)

instagram: @lexiavery
top 10 influencers:

Aaron Draplin
Tyler Spangler
Michelle Rogers
CatanaComics
James Nolan Gandy
Astate Art + Design
French Paper Co.
Julie Campbell
Riot Rogers
Kate Crowley-Gilbert

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)

10)

https://twitter.com/lexiaverydesign
https://www.instagram.com/lexiavery/
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social media

content calendar

linkedin: @lexiavery

SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY
11am

df 
Tea ring sketch

1pm

f
Behind the scenes
pictures of workspace
or set up

i
Link to new portfolio
work on personal
website with reflection
about the project

Reply to comments 

8am

df 
Tea ring sketch

11am
Reply to comments

f
Handlettering/
Typographic
post of the day

d
4pm
Link to handlettering
post on Instagram

d
7pm
Quote tweet a new
design that you like
praising the artist

Reply to comments

8am

df 
Tea ring sketch

11am
Reply to comments

f
Handlettering/
Typographic
post of the day
(GoodType
Tuesday post)

d
4pm
Weekly Personal Post
about updates in life

d
7pm
Quote tweet a new
design that you like
praising the artist

Reply to comments

8am

df 
Tea ring sketch

11am
Reply to comments

f
Handlettering/
Typographic
post of the day

d
4pm
Link to handlettering
post on Instagram

d
7pm
Quote tweet a new
design that you like
praising the artist

Reply to comments

8am

df 
Tea ring sketch

11am
Reply to comments

f
Handlettering/
Typographic
post of the day

d
4pm
Link to handlettering
post on Instagram

d
7pm
Quote tweet a new
design that you like
praising the artist

f
Throwback  Thursday
post with old work
compared to new
work

Reply to comments

8am

df 
Tea ring sketch

11am
Reply to comments

f
Handlettering/
Typographic
post of the day

d
4pm
Link to handlettering
post on Instagram

d
7pm
Quote tweet a new
design that you like
praising the artist

Reply to comments

11am
Reply to comments

f
Weekly Personal Post
about updates in life

d
4pm
Update on personal/
non-graphic design
projects

Reply to comments

https://www.linkedin.com/in/lexiavery/
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business plan

business name and location
lexi avery - memphis, tn - home office

strengths
Adobe, Sketch, HTML, CSS knowledge
web design and prototyping
ability to work in any environment
social chameleon
leave emotions out of the office

weaknesses
uncomfortable situations
energy to do necessary things
ideation
boredom with projects
imposter syndrome

opportunities
conventions and workshops
Creative Works Memphis
MemTech
Skill Share Tutorials
ADDY competitions

threats
limited opportunities in area
peer designers who network well
availability of jobs in area
limitations of networking opportunities
saturated market

motivation
my chronic need to create drives me. it doesn't 
matter what I'm creating, I just need to be putting 
things out into the world. at the moment, I'm focused 
on graphic design by way of digital design and 
embroidery hand work.

inportant in business
authenticity is important to me in business. I want 
people who work with me to know that they can 
trust me to not only treat them right as my clients, 
but to also treat everyone right. even people who 
I stand to gain nothing from. 

design goals
I want to work in user experience and interface 
design, specifically web and mobile app design.

personal creative industry
my creative industry is a growth industry. 
web and app design are still in the wild west 
stages of design rule making and I want to be 
a part of the fundamental decision making 
going on within the industry.

core competencies
I believe that I will succeed in the web design 
industry, and more specifically the user experience 
and interface design industry. I am very talented 
in information organization. I can logically lay 
out information and create smooth user flows 
that enhance user interaction with a product. my 
internship at AutoZone taught me many skills that I 
will use to set me apart from the competition.

12 month plan
in 12 months I would like to be working in either a web 
design agency or in-house in the web department at a 
large company. I want to avoid e-commerce because 
designing nothing but hero banners with a new 
product on them every week is soul crushing. I would 
like to have a decent embroidery business in which I am 
at least able to cover the cost of the materials.

5 year plan
in 5 years I would like to have moved up in rank and 
be in a job that I could see myself staying in for the 
foreseeable future. I would like to have grown my 
embroidery business and be established in my style 
enough to create my own patterns and sell them to 
other creatives.

10 year plan
in 10 years I would like to be working in-house 
somewhere that I've been at for a few years. I am 
an art director working toward creative director. my 
embroidery business is a pretty decent side hustle, 
enough that I would consider it a business.
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business plan

making dreams reality
I'm going to bust my ass, basically. I will hustle in 
my own time to beef up my portfolio and keep 
it sharp. I will attend networking events with 
the intention of getting my name out there and 
adding names to my contact book. I will take 
classes to keep learning new things and always 
be up to date on the latest trends in the industry.

products: logo design
I can create unique and simple logos that will set my 
client apart from other competition in their market. I 
have created many word mark logos that have been 
used in many applications.

creative competition
embroidery artists that use thread to tell their story.

products: political causes
I use my graphic design and embroidery talents to 
raise awareness for political problems that are close 
to my heart. I will also use these talents to do pro 
bono work for political causes that need my help.

products: multimedia
I have many hobbies that are physical art. I use these 
skills that I have gained in my digital design. this 
gives me the ability to add another dimension to my 
design work.

products: web design
I have the ability to create my own websites from 
scratch, as well as the ability to use Squarespace or 
other CMS platforms to build websites that my clients 
will be able to edit themselves later.

products: app design
I have been on several app design projects. one of 
which was a redesign project that had to factor in 
the previous design as well as a brand with massive 
brand equity. being able to work within those 
constraints and produce a visually pleasing and 
east-to-use app helped me learn new skills that 
make me an asset.

talent competition
artists who can effectively tell their story or convey 
what they want through their chosen medium.

ability competition
designers who can look at a creative problem from 
multiple angles and work to create the best solution.

training competition
designers who have multiple years experience in 
school working for clients and have mastered Adobe 
Illustrator, Photoshop, and InDesign.

values competition
caring people who want to fight to make the world 
a more equal place. maybe people who really like to 
fight for what they believe is right and just.

experience competition
recent design graduates who already have basic 
levels of experience in their field.

specialty competition
web designers who are on the cutting edge of what’s 
possible to create with web design.

ideal clients
my clients are smaller companies who want to change 
the world. they are quaint, but that doesn’t mean that 
they want anything less than amazing work.

finding clients
I will network in the circles that my clients network in. 
once I get my foot in the door with one client, I will ask 
them to recommended me to their friends so that I 
can grow my presence in that market.
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business plan

client communication
my clients will communicate with me online, mainly 
through email. this is too keep a paper trail to refer 
back to later, and to adapt to the ever online world 
that we live in. all communication will be personal 
from me. the clients will contact me through the 
contact form on my web site and I will initiate an 
email to them and begin the process. if they contact 
me from social media I will answer their message 
once on social media and send them a follow up 
email as to migrate communication to email.

networking avenues

creative freedom

I will be heavily involved in social media to market 
myself. I will attend the big conferences for my field 
at least twice a year as well as conferences in fields 
that my clients are involved in.

ideally, the client would know the feeling that they 
want their project to have, but trust me to design for 
that feeling. I would want to know what they truly 
wanted from the project, but for them to trust me to 
make sure that it happens for them.

design discounts
I would give discounts/pro bono work to non-profits 
that I believe in. (ACLU, Red Cross, ExtraLife, etc.)

desired results
I would like to have at least 4 projects a month. 
that way I stay busy, but I'm not pulling my hair out 
or killing myself over my work.

going rate
I will charge $35/hr as I am getting out of school 
and making a name for myself.

work week
I expect to work 5 days a week and bill 35 
hours during that week.

quarterly health insurance
$1000

quarterly equipment costs
$230

quarterly web hosting costs
$8

quarterly continued education
$200

estimated quarterly taxes
$2080
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business plan

quote

Quote Date Quote Number
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business plan

invoice

Lexi Avery 
870.897.4770

 243 N Danny Thomas Blvd Apt. 103 
Memphis, Tennessee 

38105 
United States

Billed To
Lisa Gunter 
The Refinery 
2303 Red Wolf Blvd 
Jonesboro, Arkansas 
72401 
United States

Invoice Number
FY18.04.13

Reference
TR-03-2018

Amount Due (USD)

$675.00
Date of Issue
11/27/2018

Due Date
12/27/2018

Description Rate Qty Line Total

The Refinery Logo
Simple word mark for The Refinery to be used on collateral materials
and on social media

$500.00 1 $500.00

The Refinery Business Card
Business cards promoting The Refinery boutique with owner Lisa
Gunter's contact information

$250.00 1 $250.00

Subtotal
10% Discount

Tax

750.00 
−75.00 

0.00

Total
Amount Paid

675.00 
0.00

Amount Due (USD) $675.00

Terms

Thank you for choosing me to work with! Payments can be made to Lexi Avery and mailed to the address
above and are to be paid within 30 days of invoice date. If invoice is not paid within 30 days a late notice will
be incurred. Please contact me with questions about this or any future work!
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promotional merchandise



thank you
the lexi avery brand 

book is complete


